
                                                                     In Goal Decisions And Scrums                                     (ref: QLD Referees) 

1. On the fifth and last tackle, Red runs into the referee 30 metres out from the Red goal line and play is irregularly affected. 

(a) Scrum. LHF to Red? Answer 

(b) Scrum. LHF to Blue?  

(c) Handover to Blue where play was affected?  

2. Red kicks from his own in-goal in general play. The ball rolls into touch 15 metres out from the Blue goal line. 

(a) Scrum 20 metres in from where the ball entered touch. LHF to Red? Answer 

(b) Scrum 20 metres in from where the ball entered touch. LHF to Blue?  

(c) Scrum 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch. LHF to Blue?  

3. 
Red grubber kicks a ball into the Blue in-goal. A Blue player attempts to regather but knocks on. Another Blue player also in 

goal, but in front of the Blue player who knocked on, runs to regather the ball which is now 5 metres out in the field of play. 

(a) Penalty to Red 5 metres out from the Blue goal line where Blue picks up the ball? Answer 

(b) Play on?  

(c) Goal line drop out by Blue?  

4. On the fifth and last tackle, Red grubber kicks the ball which rebounds off a Blue player and rolls into touch. 

(a) Handover to Blue where the ball touched Blue? Answer 

(b) Handover to Blue 10 metres in from where the ball entered touch?  

(c) Scrum 20 metres in from where the ball entered touch. LHF to Blue?  

5. Red knocks on. Blue attempts to regather and knocks on. An offside Blue player picks up the ball. 

(a) Scrum for the Red knock-on. LHF to Blue? Answer 

(b) Penalty to Red for the Blue offside player?  

(c) Scrum for the Blue knock-on. LHF to Red?  

6. 
Blue in his own in-goal passes a ball to a Blue player. The ball accidentally strikes a Red player in the Blue in-goal and the 

ball goes dead. 

(a) 20 metre optional restart by Blue? Answer 

(b) Penalty to Blue 10 metres out from the Blue goal line in line with where the ball strikes Red?  

(c) Goal line drop out by Blue?  

7. 
Red is awarded a penalty and elects to kick for goal. The attempt is unsuccessful and the ball is caught on the full by Blue in 

the Blue in-goal. The Blue player then touches the dead ball line. 

(a) 20 metre optional restart by Blue? Answer 

(b) 20 metre drop out by Blue?  

(c) Goal line drop out by Blue?  

8. 
Red attempts a drop goal which is unsuccessful. Blue catches the ball on the full in his own in-goal with a foot on the dead 

ball line. 

(a) Goal line drop out? Answer 

(b) 20 metre optional restart by Blue?  

(c) Scrum 10 metres out from centre of goal line. LHF to Red?  

9. 
Red punt kicks the ball after the fifth play-the-ball. Blue jumps from his own in-goal, catches the ball and then touches the 

Blue corner post. 

(a) Goal line drop out by Blue? Answer 

(b) 20 metre optional restart by Blue?  

(c) Handover to Blue at the point of the kick by Red?  

10. Red attempts a quick free kick. Another Red player is in front of the Red kicker. 

(a) Scrum, 20 metres in from touch, LHF to Blue? Answer 

(b) Penalty to Blue for the Red offside player?  

(c) Scrum where Red player was offside. LHF to Blue?  
 


